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Abstract: In the present paper we are trying to establish a 3D simulation framework for Resin Transfer Molding for a
laminated preform using the already developed porous media theory for composite materials process simulation
purposes. The aim here is to implement the process phenomena, such as coupling of sub-processes that are happening
simultaneously, in a full 3D description of the problem. For this purpose, an 8-node solid shell element is employed
to be able to handle complex 3D stress-strain states. The development is exemplified considering RTM process where
the main focus of the modeling will be on the flow advancement into fiber preform and flow front capturing. To this end,
the theory of two-phase porous media is used along with assuming hyper-elastic material response for the fiber bed to
formulate the problem. A finite element formulation and implementation of the two-phase problem is developed, and
the results are presented accordingly.
Keywords: Finite element; Solid Shell elements; Laminates; Anisotropy; Process Simulation; Resin transfer molding
(RTM)
1. Introduction
The application of composites in many industrial applications, ranges from high performance composites in
aerospace and automotive structures to common consumer products, is undeniable. It is expected to see further increase
of composites in industrial applications due to the known advantages such as high mechanical performance, low weight
corrosion resistance etc. One of the manufacturing technologies that is becoming extensively popular for both small-
and large-scale structures is the Liquid Resin Infusion (LRI) of dry textiles. An obstacle for the LRI processes to
achieve full industrial maturity are the complex physics involved, which presently cannot be handled by commercial
process simulation softwares. The particular modeling challenge is the highly deformable preform and its shape due to
interaction with external loadings and the intrinsic fluid pressure. In consequence, development of new products
requires difficult and costly trial and error procedures for process optimization.
In process modeling of composite materials, 3D simulation of manufacturing processes is desirable considering the
manufacturing trend where parts became more complex leading to complex 3D stress-strain states. Moreover, coupling
of sub-processes that are happening simultaneously such as macro-scale preform processes, flow advancement and solid
and fluid interaction requires full 3D description of the problem. With the goal of avoiding trial and error while
optimizing the process, much research was focused on introducing the theory of porous media for modeling of LRI
family considering the complex physics involved. In particular, the porous media theory was successfully applied by
numerous researchers to model infiltration of resin into a deformable fiber bed under various assumptions, cf. to [1-7] to
name a few. Unfortunately, the approach of these contribution is difficult to extend for arbitrary three-dimensional
composite structures. In this context, only a few researchers have proposed formulations for consolidation of prepregs
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based on a proper three-dimensional porous media theory, which account for coupled flow and deformation [8-10].
In a series of publication, we have attempted to establish a poromechanical approach to simulate the different
family of processes such as LRI and compression molding [11-14]. These contributions are developed for a
two-dimensional infiltration of resin into a deformable fiber bed that account for coupled flow and deformation while
tracking the flow front, cf. [11,14-15]. As composites are three-dimensional materials in nature, we must extend the scale of
the current development from one- or two-dimensional to a three-dimensional simulation tool in order to capture
through-the-thickness variation of physical parameters. However, from the mathematical point of view, there are some
difficulties and challenges. In this contribution, we tackle the primary challenge which is the selection of a finite
element suitable for the purpose of the process modeling. Later, we implement this element to the current developed
poromechanical approach presented in [11]. Finally, we will show the applicability of the simulation unit in terms of
in-plane and through-thickness aspects of the flow infusion in RTM process.
3D finite element selection
In order to choose a proper three-dimensional finite element for the purpose of this work we need to consider
different three-dimensional elements available. Currently, there are two types of elements that can be considered for this
purpose: solid elements and shell elements. Solid elements are three-dimensional finite elements that can model
solid bodies and structures without any a priori geometric simplification. Finite element models of this type have the
advantage of directness. Geometric, constitutive and loading assumptions required to affect dimensionality reduction
are avoided. Boundary conditions on both forces and displacements can be more realistically treated. This directness
does not come for free. It is paid in terms of modeling, mesh preparation, computing and postprocessing efforts. The
rapid increase in computer time as the mesh is refined should be noted [16]. Furthermore, solid elements should also be
avoided in thin-wall structures such as aerospace shells, since solid elements tend to perform poorly because of locking
problems. Use of solid elements should be restricted to problem and analysis stages, such as verification, where the
generality and flexibility of full three-dimensional models is warranted.
Shell elements are one of the structural elements besides the Beams and Plates. Use of shell elements can be a huge
time save since they allow the modeling of thin features with relatively much fewer elements than solid elements. In
this context, shell elements are very efficient and robust in capturing mechanics of structures with thickness span much
smaller than other two directions. However, standard shell elements are incapable of capturing out of plane responses,
which are ever more important in composite manufacturing. In the past several shell elements have been developed,
where the normal stresses in thickness direction have been included in the underlying variational formulation.
According to Klinkel et al. [17], a discretization of the reference surface is necessary for these types of elements. The
nodal parameters are the displacement vector and the extensible director vector of the reference surface, cf. [18-38]. The
condition of vanishing thickness stresses for thin structures is approximately fulfilled within the weak formulation.
Locking effects which occur when using a three-dimensional material law along with constant normal thickness strains
can be avoided by application of the enhanced assumed strain (EAS) method to the thickness strains[18].
Considering these two elements, described briefly above, we have concluded that neither of them are suitable for
the purpose of our development. We need an element that besides providing the properties of a shell element, in-plane
and transverse behavior, can also provide the mechanical performance through the thickness, like a solid element does.
Continuum shell elements, referred to as solid shell elements, are three-dimensional stress/displacement elements for
use in modeling structures that are generally slender, with a shell-like response but continuum element topology. The
deployed element for this contribution is called SS8 solid shell element which has eight nodes on the corners of
the brick, numbered 1 through 8, cf. Figure 1. The element has three translational degrees of freedom at each node that
complies to 24 degrees of freedom for the element. We have also considered one pressure degree of freedom on each
node that count the pressure degrees of freedom to 8. This provide a low-level Taylor-Hood hexahedral element which
can be used for RTM application. In case of vacuum infusion, a 20-node solid shell element should be used.
However, there are some problems that make the derivation of solid-shell element more complicated than the
standard solid elements, such as
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 Shear and membrane locking,
 Trapezoidal locking and
 Thickness locking.
Figure 1. a conventional 8-node brick (hexahedron) into the SS8 solid shell element [33].
These locking effects have been investigated by many researchers and remedies are proposed. Shear and
membrane locking can be addressed with hybrid strain formulation [19-21], hybrid stress [22] and the Assumed and
Enhanced natural Strain formulations [23-27]. Trapezoidal locking that are caused by deviation of midplane platform from
rectangular shape are assessed by [24], [28-29]. Also, the thickness locking due to Poisson's ratio coupling of the in-plane
and transverse normal stresses is investigated [19], [21], [23], [25-26], [30-32].
The derivations of the solid shell element that we use in this contribution are established in [33] where the
derivations follow the Assumed Natural Strain (ANS) method introduced by Park and Stanly [34] for doubly curved
thin-shell elements and by Bathe and Dvorkin [35] for Mindlin-Reissner plates. To get the kinematics right, some
assumptions are also made in the formulation of the element for the flattened geometry in the element local system, in
order to have correct laminate wall constructions, which is important when dealing with laminated composites. This is
done by assuming a uniform thickness stress instead of a uniform strain, which results in modified thickness-integrated
constitutive equations. The mechanical actions that are accounted for by SS8 element are
 in-plane response which is decoupled from membrane and bending,
 thickness response and
 transverse shear response.
There is one fundamental assumption for this element which is the transverse shear actions are decoupled from
in-plane and thickness actions through the constitutive equations in the element local system. A consequence of this
assumption is that the element stiffness in the flattened geometry is the superposition of a
membrane+bending+thickness stiffness and a shear stiffness.
In the following we apply this element to the poromechanical framework for process simulation of composites and
provide examples and results for RTM simulation of a laminate.
2. Poromechanical approach
In this section, very briefly, we present the details of the problem and finite element derivations of the model from
the previous development in [11].
The flow motion and the flow front are described using the continuum mechanics in meso scale, while, the
deformation of the fiber bed is always considered as a solid porous medium.
Micro-constituents
The considered domain with volume V is considered homogenized consisting of micro constituents, which,
incompressible solid particles,  , incompressible liquid,  , and compressible gas,  , present the saturation constraint as
ns + nf = 1, with ns = ϕp and nf = ϕl +ϕg (1)
In equation (1),    is solid volume fraction and    is the fluid volume fraction.
Fluid content
The fluid volume fraction in equation (1) is defined as    =      , where we can obtain the evolution of the fluid
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volume fraction as
     =        +      , (2)
   presents the macro level liquid saturation degree. The assessment of the degree of liquid saturation,    , is
extensively explained in Rouhi et al. [14]. We have the following governing equation for saturation degree
      +
  
 
   +        = 덐, (3)
It can be noted that the rate of degree of liquid saturation,    , is derived by the following phenomena:
(i) the volumetric deformation of solid phase,
(ii) the divergence of Darcian velocity,       , and
(iii) the volume fraction of fluid phase,   .
Governing equations
The mass balance for the two-phase (solid and fluid) mixture is defined as
               = 
1
  
   
  
  
   , (4)
where we introduced the logarithmic compressibility strain     =          for the fluid phase with the respective
densities.
The conservation of the momentum is also presented for quasi-static behavior of the mixture, in current
configuration, as
      +    = 덐,       , (5)
In equation (5), we define total Cauchy stress,   . We also define the Terzaghi effective stress as   =      1 ,
which relates effective stress and the fluid pressure.
Permeability
One of the key input parameters required for flow simulation is the permeability of the fiber reinforcement. While
there are different methodologies on permeability measurement [39-40], there are also models that are used in order to
model the permeability [41-47]. One of the intentions in this contribution is on predicting the permeability in both in-plane
and through the thickness during the RTM process which is following the condition for Darcy's law
   = 
1
 
  덐᫈     
 ,   
  =   , (6)
where   덐᫈ is the permeability tensor. A special model was developed by Rouhi et al. [12] to account for (i) the
macroscopic flow between the layers and (ii) the infiltration flow into the dry (mesoscopic) fiber plies, cf. Figure 2, as
   = 
1
 
     1   
  +    
  1   㘰 +    㘰     
 , (7)
where      is the permeability through the fibers,     is the permeability through the channel,  
  is liquid volume
fraction and 㘰 = d   d is the structure tensor related to the director field d . For more details please refer to [12] and
[14].
Figure 2. visualization of fiber tows and the channel between them, the flow motion direction in macro and micro
scale, orientation d and fiber stacks
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3. Numerical Results and discussion
In this section we will run an example for the RTM process. The simulations are representing setup for RTM. The
process is in this order: the preform is placed in the mold, the mold is closed, and the resin will be infused. The resin
will cure, and the part will be removed from the mold, cf. figure 3. The resin injection step is what we are trying to
simulate in this contribution with the framework that was established in previous sections.
Figure 3. Schematic of RTM process [48].
We simulate the infusion of the resin from an injection point source through the in-plane and thickness of the
domain. Our domain is a laminated composite with lay ups of interests. As an example, the current results are from a
symmetric 6-layer unidirectional laminate with orientations of layers in [06]. The generic nature of the formulation will
allow for any arbitrary laminate orientation with arbitrary number of plies in connection to the thickness of the
geometry. The lamina properties of the laminate are presented in the table 1.
The mesh that we are using for this simulation is generated by a preprocessor and is illustrated in figure 4. As it
can be seen, there are three elements in the thickness. The infusion point is being placed at the corner of the domain on
the top surface of the mesh. The boundary conditions including the zero displacement for all the nodes (considering the
close mold in RTM) and zero pressure for drain point at x = L is enforced.
Properties Value
E1 38.6   1덐9
E2 8.27   1덐9
E3 = E2
 12 덐.26
 21  12   E2/E1
G12 4.14   1덐9
G23 2.85   1덐9
 23 E2/(2   G23)-1
Table 1. Material properties of the lamina.
Figure 4.Mesh details for RTM simulation: (a) 3D view of the mesh, (b) view from the x-(-z) plane and (c) view from the x-y plane.
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The example which is simulated in this section to show the capability of the routine is a point infusion type where
the point is located at the corner of the domain. The expectation from the simulation is to see the flow movement in the
in-plane and through the thickness. This is achieved very well as it is illustrated in the figure 5. It is also very clear that
flow front is very distinct, especially in the in-plane flow. The saturation degree ranging from 0 to 1 present the element
saturation status where if it is 0 element is dry, if 1 the element is fully filled and otherwise the element is being filled.
As the flow advances the flow front gradient through the thickness is obvious due to the permeability differences in
different directions. In case of RTM, deformation dependent permeability model, where determinant of deformation
gradient is 1 (J = 1), gives constant permeability in time. Therefore, we notice that the in-plane (x- and z-direction)
permeability are equal and higher than the permeability through the thickness (y-direction), cf. table 2. Referring to the
figure 2, this is expected as the x- and z-direction are representing the channel between the layers.
Figure 5. Three-dimensional flow movement in preform after 5 seconds. (a) the 3D view, (b) view from the top and (c) view
from bottom
Direction Value
Kxx 38.6   1덐 9
Kyy 8.27   1덐 9
Kzz 8.27   1덐 9
Table 2. Permeability values in different direction.
Through the thickness flow movement is different from the in-plane flow movement. The low permeability in
y-direction is the reason that the flow through the thickness falling behind in compare to the in-plane flow. This will
affect the flow velocity through the thickness and slow down the flow movement as it can be seen in figure 6.
The simulation is capable of handling infusion point with the point located not only at the corners but also at the
center or other places of the domain. There is even possibility of the simulation with the infusion line, for example, if
there is interest. Examples of two-point infusion are also simulated and the screen shots are shown in figure 7. After a
while, the two flows merge together and the flow advances as a 1D type of flow.
Concerning the filling time, separate measures are presented. The flow saturation is compared between the two
cases of one- and two-point infusion. It is obvious from figure 8 that saturation goes faster in the case of two-point
infusion. The total degree of saturation is also compared with other studies [11,14] for stationary fiber bed in one- and
three-dimensional infusion.
As the numerical implementation of the current study is based on the previous development [11,14], the study of time
step dependency and mesh size dependency is not presented here. The same FE framework is employed here which
already has been investigated for these dependencies.
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Figure 6. Through the thickness flow movement in preform after 50 seconds. (a) and (b) the 3D view, (c) view from the x-z
plane (d) view from the x-(-z) plane
Figure 7. 2-point infusion after (a) 2.5 second, (b) 7.5 second and (c) 12.5 seconds
Figure 8. Total saturation degree in comparison with 1D and 2D, c.f. [11], [14].
4. Conclusion
In this paper a generic simulation tool, to be applied for 3D simulation of RTM manufacturing, is presented. In the
current contribution, we have improvement, combination and extension of previous developments in the same field,
cf.[11-14], into three dimensions.
We found it very relevant to focus on simulation of RTM process in 3D. Further publication is to be submitted for
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vacuum infusion and compression molding processes. Implementation of the subject as UEL user subroutine to be used
in connection with commercial tool Abaqus is also ongoing.
The simulation tool present formulation for the dual-scale coupled flow-deformation process. The considered
constitutive behaviors are
 effective stress response of the fiber bed for a transverse isotropic composite laminate,
 Darcy's law to present solid-fluid interaction and
 a transverse isotropic permeability model matching the stress response.
Consideration of the laminated preform with arbitrary lay-up with the use of a solid shell element is another unique
feature of this development.
Finally, a finite element framework has been developed to account, on one hand, the degree of saturation which is
imbedded in the porous media theory and, on the other hand, the assessment of the saturation degree using a
postprocessing of the Darcian velocity field. Also, by introducing the formulation of the permeability model for the
laminated preform, we can track the saturation through the thickness and through the plies.
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